an additional causal force for culture to take on a life of its own and transmit itself through individuals. (New York, 2002) , 52-58. 55 Many thanks to Valery Vyugin of the Institute of Russian Literature (Pushkin House) for his generous help in finding the two copies of "Proshchanie s khalatom" in Pushkin's notebooks and comparing them against the versions printed in Rukoiu Pushkina: Nesobrannye i neopublikovannye teksty (Leningrad, 1935) , 478-80. nineteenth centuries, copying poetry into notebooks and albums was an important method of both preservation and transference. 58 In the late 1810s and early 1820s, a tension between literary culture and the professionalization of literature emerged. Authorship carried great value in the literary circle or salon setting, which was based in high society and organized around a network of members united through bonds of family and friendship. For those in the network, printing provided an opportunity for further in-references and injokes but also enabled outsiders to interact with and, in some cases, appropriate a text without knowing the poem's layered meanings. Once "Proshchanie s khalatom" was copied out from Viazemskii's letter, Viazemskii no longer had complete agency over his text. Pushkin copied it, changing minor details.
See Robert Aunger, The Electric Meme: A New Theory of How We Think
Del'vig and Zhukovskii interpreted Viazemskii's khalat, contributing to its memetic transfer. And finally, when Viazemskii wrote to Turgenev for a copy of the poem, he was offered a version different from his original, one modified ever so slightly through its circulation.
In 1821, "Proshchanie s khalatom" was printed in the journal Syn otechestva (The Son of the Fatherland). Shortly afterward, in 1823, Nikolai Iazykov wrote the poem "K khalatu" (To My Dressing Gown). While his poem was obviously inspired by Viazemskii's original, Iazykov was too young to participate in Arzamas or be as intimate with the circle's members as Del'vig. Iazykov appropriates both Viazemskii's working title ("K khalatu") and the distinctive "khalat svobody" image from Zhukovskii's speech. A joyful ode to the khalat, "K khalatu" revels in the freedom the garment grants the poet, although it seems derivative. As Merkel observes, in Iazykov's poem, "the theme of xalat has become a bit too programmatic, too fixed. [Earlier khalat iterations] were all associated with the true romantic genius; however, Iazykov's avtorskii xalat is essentially a prescribed garment, the predictable mode of dress for the author." //doi.org/10.5612/slavicreview.74.3.529. This article appears in Slavic Review 74.3 (2015) : 529-552.
Iazykov's poem pays tribute to Viazemskii's khalat, but in so doing merely imitates its earlier iterations; here the dressing gown image does not acquire new layers of meaning. Iazykov's failure to evolve the khalat meme may be due to his position outside the network. While Viazemskii's intellectual network included individuals from outside Arzamas, such as Del'vig, his network's membership did not automatically comprise all those engaging in literary salon life, all writers, or even all poets. The episode shows us that the network existed independently from expected societal ties; its bonds were reinforced through interaction rituals, moments of information exchange among its members. While Del'vig was not a member of Arzamas, he was closely linked with the circle through social gatherings and correspondence and so understood the khalat's layered meanings. Iazykov, on the other hand, had access to "Proshchanie s khalatom" but did not have access to the full register of nuances and in-references that made up
Arzamasian cultural memory surrounding the dressing gown image. Nevertheless, in writing "K khalatu,"
Iazykov signaled that he wanted to engage with the intellectual network.
For those within the network, the khalat became a symbol that nostalgically evoked Arzamas's "innocent" years, when the happy brotherhood of dilettante-poets and thinkers felt free to engage in literature for its own sake. In Del'vig's epigram from the mid-1820s (published in his verse collection of 1829), the khalat becomes the marker of a certain way of viewing the world that, at the time, existed only in Arzamasian cultural memory.
Мы не смерти боимся, но с телом расстаться нам жалко:
так не с охотою мы старый сменяем халат.
64
(We are not afraid of death, but with the body we are sorry to part: / Just as we reluctantly shed the old dressing gown.)
